
Wired Woman On A Mission 

Tools and materials you will need: 
• Wire cutters, small tip round nosed pliers 

• Colored nail polish, permanent marker or enamel paint 

• Filler-type glue that dries clear (like E6000, goop) 
Each kit comes with a head bead, torso bead, pin back and skirt bead. You 
also get 2 leg and feet beads, enough bugle and seed beads to make the 
hair along with 20 and 28 gauge wire, and a bag of fancy beads and 
embellishments to adorn the “frilly” top of your “Wired Woman.” Each kit 
has its own unique combination of bead contents in colors that 
coordinate with each other, and there will be plenty of beads left over. 
While following the basic instructions for construction, we’ve designed 
the kit to give you the freedom to use your creativity and make your kit as 
unique as you are. Have fun with it! 

1. Start with the body armature and hair: 
Cut off half of the 20 gauge wire (your thickest 
wire). Find the center point and bend the wire in 
half, pinching the two sides together and creating 
a very small loop at the center for the hair to 
attach,  

Measure out 4” of 28 gauge wire (thinnest wire) and cut. Find 
the center point. Bend it in half and wrap it around the 20-
gauge “body” wire twice and pull tightly. Add 3 seed beads, 1 
bugle bead, 1 seed bead and so on until you have 5 bugle 
beads strung. End with a seed bead. Feed the end of the wire 
through the bugle bead (skipping the seed bead) and pull it 
tight to secure the hair end. Snip the leftover wire off close to 
the bead. (see illustration at right). Repeat with the other end 
of the wire. Continue adding hair “strands” on either side of 
the center, decreasing the number of beads used by 1 seed 

and 1 bugle bead. (2-4 “strands” per side). Using your fingers, pinch the grouping 
together and with pliers, tighten the loop so when you add the head bead, only a 
small loop will show. If you plan to make the hair wild and curly, then just wrap the 
wire around a toothpick to curl, and anchor it to the 20 gauge wire body.  

2. Shape the body and arms: 
Slide on the head bead (the large round bead) and snug it up tight against the hair loop. Where the wires exit the 

head, bend both at 90 degrees. Measure out 1 ¾” and place your 
pliers at that point. Bend both wires back. Where they reach the 
origin, bend them at 90 degrees again. Slide the large flat torso bead 
on to the heavy gauge  wires, straightening them as you do so. With 
both hands, “open” the two “arms” wide and bring them out flat. You 
may have to adjust the head & hair a bit to get it to look right. You 
have now made the arms and added the body bead.  You will have at 
least n inch of wire protruding from the bottom of the body bead.. 
Now cut off 15” of the 28 gauge wire and feed it through the torso 
bead, leaving about 4” at the bottom. (call this the “leg anchor” wire) 
It will hang below the skirt bead and be used to attach the legs. Now 
wrap the top end of the wire around the “waist” above the torso to 
anchor it, Leave the remaining wire loose for adding the beads and 
embellishments above the torso. 

 



3. Skirt and Legs 
At this point you can decide to paint the “skirt” or leave it white. If you do want to 
paint it, pearl, opaque or metallic nail polish works great. It is best to paint it and let 
it dry before assembling the rest.  There is enough room in the top of the skirt bead to 
slide in one of the 20 gauge wire pieces. Slide on skirt bead and wrap the other piece 
around the top of the skirt like a belt. You now have both the 28 gauge wire and the 
heavier 20 gauge wire going downward through the top of the skirt.  

Now for the legs. Cut 5” of 28 gauge wire for the legs. At one end, add a seed bead 
and anchor just like you did for the hair. Pull tight to anchor the bead. Add a “shoe” 
The shoe bead will be either a heart bead, butterfly or decorative round bead. After 
you slide on the “shoe” you will have 2 leg options, depending on your kit contents, a 2-piece leg with articulated 
knee or simple tapered leg. 

Either use the 4 leg beads with a round bead “knee” in the center, or put the long, 
tapered leg bead over top of the shoe. Complete one leg and keep the wire uncut 
for the other leg.  (You will be mirroring the first leg to create the other leg.)  
Make a loop in the wire  just above the  first leg, and feed it through the 4” of 
wire coming down from the torso, Bend the end of the large body wire tightly up 
into the skirt area and catch a piece of the leg wire to anchor the skirt in place. 
Feed the excess wire back up through the skirt and body bead to the head. 

NOTE: If the wire is over stressed (by excessive bending) it can weaken and break, 
so glue will add some strength. After creating the second leg, mirroring the bead 
design of the first, secure by pulling tightly and clip off extra wire. Pull leg pieces 
tight under the skirt, by using the looped wire coming up through skirt,  

4. Adding the chest ruffle: 
Bend your “arms” farther apart so there’s more “chest” room. Open your 
packet of embellishments, beads, pearls and frufru and lay out the pieces 
into groups. larger pieces first so sparkly pieces display on the outer side. 
Where both wires come out of the torso bead, start stringing. At the end of 
each course (head or body), wrap the wires to secure. Move the beads around 
to get the most pleasing layout. When finished, weave one end through the 
“ruffled” area and the second through the head bead and pull tightly. Wrap 
the top of the wire around one of the fancy bead or flower button and feed 
wire back through the head.  Add keepsakes, favorite beads, buttons and 
charms. Bend leftover wire out the back for securing the pin.  

5. Finishing: 
Using the 28 gauge wire ends, weave wire through pin back holes before 
gluing. .Glue pin onto the back of the torso bead and up into the “ruffle”. 
Taking your thin-nosed pliers put one end at the tip of one arm. Make a 
small “twist” to curve one wire and make a “hand”. Twist in the opposite 
direction for the other hand. Add accessories, purse charms, hair bows, 
glitter, sequins or paint skirt with more color. Add lace, coins a favorite bead 
or key to your “Wired Woman” She can be altered, but not taken apart. 

FLOWER CHILD VERSION: 

You will have a range of flowers, butterflies, and leaves in your kit so lay out your design carefully. The head pins 
included allow you to make hanging flowers (a finished example is included) This is where you get to really be the 
designer and come up with whatever kind of flower-inspired ruffled top you want. There are enough flower beads 
to decorate to the hair, and why not give her a bouquet of beautiful buds to enjoy. If you have trouble with the 
items included in your kit, please email Myra immediately for help.                   

Want to make this kit into workshop or group event?  We can package a “group kit” with bulk pricing for 5-20 
people. Kit items will be bagged together.  We do customize the Wired Woman theme in large orders, and offer 
online help for instructors. 
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